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Abstract—Recent advances in machine learning have stimulated widespread interest within the Information Technology sector on integrating AI capabilities into software and services. This goal has forced organizations to evolve their development processes. We report on a study that we conducted on observing software teams at Microsoft as they develop AI-based applications. We consider a nine-stage workflow process informed by prior experiences developing AI applications (e.g., search and NLP) and data science tools (e.g., application diagnostics and bug reporting). We found that various Microsoft teams have united this workflow into preexisting, well-evolved, Agile-like software engineering processes, providing insights about several essential engineering challenges that organizations may face in creating large-scale AI solutions for the marketplace. We collected some best practices from Microsoft teams to address these challenges. In addition, we have identified three aspects of the AI domain that make it fundamentally different from prior software application domains: 1) discovering, managing, and versioning the data needed for machine learning applications is much more complex and difficult than other types of software engineering, 2) model customization and model reuse require very different skills than are typically found in software teams, and 3) AI components are more difficult to handle as distinct modules than traditional software components — models may be “entangled” in complex ways and experience non-monotonic error behavior. We believe that the lessons learned by Microsoft teams will be valuable to other organizations.

Index Terms—AI, Software engineering, process, data

I. INTRODUCTION

Personal computing. The Internet. The Web. Mobile computing. Cloud computing. Nary a decade goes by without a disruptive shift in the dominant application domain of the software industry. Each shift brings with it new software engineering goals that spur software organizations to evolve their development practices in order to address the novel aspects of the domain.

The latest trend to hit the software industry is around integrating artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities based on advances in machine learning. AI broadly includes technologies for reasoning, problem solving, planning, and learning, among others. Machine learning refers to statistical modeling techniques that have powered recent excitement in the software and services marketplace. Microsoft product teams have used machine learning to create application suites such as Bing Search or the Cortana virtual assistant, as well as platforms such as Microsoft Translator for real-time translation of text, voice, and video, Cognitive Services for vision, speech, and language understanding for building interactive, conversational agents, and the Azure AI platform to enable customers to build their own machine learning applications [1]. To create these software products, Microsoft has leveraged its preexisting capabilities in AI and developed new areas of expertise across the company.

In this paper, we describe a study in which we learned how various Microsoft software teams build software applications with customer-focused AI features. For that, Microsoft has integrated existing Agile software engineering processes with AI-specific workflows informed by prior experiences in developing early AI and data science applications. In our study, we asked Microsoft employees about how they worked through the growing challenges of daily software development specific to AI, as well as the larger, more essential issues inherent in the development of large-scale AI infrastructure and applications. With teams across the company having differing amounts of work experience in AI, we observed that many issues reported by newer teams dramatically drop in importance as the teams mature, while some remain as essential to the practice of large-scale AI. We have made a first attempt to create a process maturity metric to help teams identify how far they have come on their journeys to building AI applications.

As a key finding of our analyses, we discovered three fundamental differences to building applications and platforms for training and fielding machine-learning models than we have seen in prior application domains. First, machine learning is all about data. The amount of effort and rigor it takes to discover, source, manage, and version data is inherently more complex and different than doing the same with software code. Second, building for customizability and extensibility of models requires teams to not only have software engineering skills but almost
always require deep enough knowledge of machine learning to build, evaluate, and tune models from scratch. Third, it can be more difficult to maintain strict module boundaries between machine learning components than for software engineering modules. Machine learning models can be “entangled” in complex ways that cause them to affect one another during training and tuning, even if the software teams building them intended for them to remain isolated from one another.

The changing application domain trends in the software industry have influenced the evolution of the software processes practiced by teams at Microsoft. For at least a decade and a half, many teams have used feedback-intense Agile methods to develop their software [2], [3], [4] because they needed to be responsive at addressing changing customer needs through faster development cycles. Agile methods have been helpful at supporting further adaptation, for example, the most recent shift to re-organize numerous team’s practices around DevOps [5], which better matched the needs of building and supporting cloud computing applications and platforms.¹ The change to DevOps occurred fairly quickly because these teams were able to leverage prior capabilities in continuous integration and diagnostic-gathering, making it simpler to implement continuous delivery.

Process changes not only alter the day-to-day development practices of a team, but also influence the roles that people play. 15 years ago, many teams at Microsoft relied heavily on development triads consisting of a program manager (requirements gathering and scheduling), a developer (programming), and a tester (testing) [6]. These teams’ adoption of DevOps combined the roles of developer and tester and integrated the roles of IT, operations, and diagnostics into the mainline software team.

In recent years, teams have increased their abilities to analyze diagnostics-based customer application behavior, prioritize bugs, estimate failure rates, and understand performance regressions through the addition of data scientists [7], [8], who helped pioneer the integration of statistical and machine learning workflows into software development processes. Some software teams employ polymath data scientists, who “do it all,” but as data science needs to scale up, their roles specialize into domain experts who deeply understand the business problems, modelers who develop predictive models, and platform builders who create the cloud-based infrastructure.

B. ML Workflow

One commonly used machine learning workflow at Microsoft has been depicted in various forms across industry and research [1], [9], [10], [11]. It has commonalities with prior workflows defined in the context of data science and data mining, such as TDSP [12], KDD [13], and CRISP-DM [14]. Despite the minor differences, these representations have in common the data-centered essence of the process and the multiple feedback loops among the different stages. Figure 1 shows a simplified view of the workflow consisting of nine stages.

In the model requirements stage, designers decide which features are feasible to implement with machine learning and which can be useful for a given existing product or for a new one. Most importantly, in this stage, they also decide what types of models are most appropriate for the given problem. During data collection, teams look for and integrate available datasets (e.g., internal or open source) or collect their own. Often, they might train a partial model using available generic datasets (e.g., ImageNet for object detection), and then use transfer learning together with more specialized data to...
train a more specific model (e.g., pedestrian detection). Data cleaning involves removing inaccurate or noisy records from the dataset, a common activity to all forms of data science.

Data labeling assigns ground truth labels to each record. For example, an engineer might have a set of images on hand which have not yet been labeled with the objects present in the image. Most of the supervised learning techniques require labels to be able to induce a model. Other techniques (e.g., reinforcement learning) use demonstration data or environment rewards to adjust their policies. Labels can be provided either by engineers themselves, domain experts, or by crowd workers in online crowd-sourcing platforms.

Feature engineering refers to all activities that are performed to extract and select informative features for machine learning models. For some models (e.g., convolutional neural networks), this stage is less explicit and often blended with the next stage, model training. During model training, the chosen models (using the selected features) are trained and tuned on the clean, collected data and their respective labels. Then in model evaluation, the engineers evaluate the output model on tested or safeguard datasets using pre-defined metrics. For critical domains, this stage might also involve extensive human evaluation. The inference code of the model is then deployed on the targeted device(s) and continuously monitored for possible errors during real-world execution.

For simplicity the view in Figure 1 is linear, however, machine learning workflows are highly non-linear and contain several feedback loops. For example, if engineers notice that there is a large distribution shift between the training data and the data in the real world, they might want to go back and collect more representative data and rerun the workflow. Similarly, they may revisit their modeling choices made in the first stage, if the problem evolves or if better algorithms are invented. While feedback loops are typical in Agile software processes, the peculiarity of the machine learning workflow is related to the amount of experimentation needed to converge to a good model for the problem. Indeed, the day-to-day work of an engineer doing machine learning involves frequent iterations over the selected model, hyper-parameters, and dataset refinement. Similar experimental properties have been observed in the past in scientific software [15] and hardware/software co-design [16]. This workflow can become even more complex if the system is integrative, containing multiple ML components which interact together in complex and unexpected ways [17].

C. Software Engineering for Machine Learning

The need for adjusting software engineering practices in the recent era has been discussed in the context of hidden technical debt [18] and troubleshooting integrative AI [19], [20]. This work identifies various aspects of ML system architecture and requirements which need to be considered during system design. Some of these aspects include hidden feedback loops, component entanglement and eroded boundaries, non-monotonic error propagation, continuous quality states, and mismatches between the real world and evaluation sets. On a related line of thought, recent work also discusses the impact that the use of ML-based software has on risk and safety concerns of ISO standards [21]. In the last five years, there have been multiple efforts in industry to automate this process by building frameworks and environments to support the ML workflow and its experimental nature [1], [22], [23]. However, ongoing research and surveys show that engineers still struggle to operationalize and standardize working processes [9], [24], [23]. The goal of this work is to uncover detailed insights on ML-specific best practices used by developers at Microsoft. We share these insights with the broader community aspiring that such take-away lessons can be valuable to other companies and engineers.

D. Process Maturity

Software engineers face a constantly changing set of platforms and technologies that they must learn to build the newest applications for the software marketplace. Some engineers learn new methods and techniques in school, and bring them to the organizations they work for. Other learn new skills on the job or on the side, as they anticipate their organization’s need for latent talent [25]. Software teams, composed of individual engineers with varying amounts of experience in the skills necessary to professionally build ML components and their support infrastructure, themselves exhibit varying levels of proficiency in their abilities depending on their aggregate experience in the domain.

The software engineering discipline has long considered software process improvement as one of its vital functions. Researchers and practitioners in the field have developed several well-known metrics to assess it, including the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) [26] and Six Sigma [27]. CMM rates the software processes of organizations on five levels, from initial (ad hoc processes), repeatable, defined, capable (i.e., quantitatively measured), and efficient (i.e., deliberate process improvement). Inspired by CMM, we build a first maturity model for teams building systems and platforms that integrate machine learning components.

III. Study

We collected data in two phases: an initial set of interviews to gather the major topics relevant to our research questions and a wide-scale survey about the identified topics. Our study design was approved by Microsoft’s Ethics Advisory Board.

A. Interviews

Because the work practice around building and integrating machine learning into software and services is still emerging and is not uniform across all product teams, there is no systematic way to identify the key stakeholders on the topic of adoption. We therefore used a snowball sampling strategy, starting with (1) leaders of teams with mature use of machine learning (ML) (e.g., Bing), (2) leaders of teams where AI is a major aspect of the user experience (e.g., Cortana), and (3) people conducting company-wide internal training in AI and ML. As we chose informants, we picked a variety of teams...
TABLE I

THE STAKEHOLDERS WE INTERVIEWED FOR THE STUDY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Product Area</th>
<th>Manager?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>Applied Scientist</td>
<td>Search</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>Applied Scientist</td>
<td>Search</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>Conversation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4</td>
<td>Engineering Manager</td>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5</td>
<td>General Manager</td>
<td>ML Tools</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6</td>
<td>Program Manager</td>
<td>ML Tools</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I7</td>
<td>Program Manager</td>
<td>Productivity Tools</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I8</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
<td>ML Tools</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I9</td>
<td>Software Engineer</td>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I10</td>
<td>Program Manager</td>
<td>AI Platform</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I11</td>
<td>Program Manager</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I12</td>
<td>Scientist</td>
<td>Ads</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I13</td>
<td>Software Engineer</td>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I14</td>
<td>Software Engineer</td>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Part 1
1.1. Background and demographics:
   1.1.1. years of AI experience
   1.1.2. primary AI use case*
   1.1.3. team effectiveness rating
   1.1.4. source of AI components
2. Challenges*
   1.3. Time spent on each of the nine workflow activities
2.4. Time spent on cross-cutting activities

2. Part 2 (repeated for two activities where most time spent)
   2.1. Tools used*
   2.2. Effectiveness rating
   2.3. Maturity ratings
3. Part 3
   3.1. Dream tools*
   3.2. Best practices*
   3.3. General comments*

Fig. 2. The structure of the study’s questionnaire. An asterisk indicates an open-response item.

to get different levels of experience and different parts of the ecosystem (products with AI components, AI frameworks and platforms, AI created for external companies). In all, we interviewed 14 software engineers, largely in senior leadership roles. These are shown in Table I. The interviews were semi-structured and specialized to each informant’s role. For example, when interviewing Informant I3, we asked questions related to his work overseeing teams building the product’s architectural components.

B. Survey

Based on the results of the interviews, we designed an open-ended questionnaire whose focus was on existing work practice, challenges in that work practice, and best practices (Figure 2). We asked about challenges both directly and indirectly by asking informants to imagine “dream tools” and improvements that would make their work practice better. We sent the questionnaire to 4195 members of internal mailing lists on the topics of AI and ML. 551 software engineers responded, giving us a 13.6% response rate. For each open-response item, between two and four researchers analyzed the responses through a card sort. Then, the entire team reviewed the card sort results for clarity and consistency.

Respondents were fairly well spread across all divisions of the company and came from a variety of job roles: Data and applied science (42%), Software engineering (32%), Program management (17%), Research (7%), and other (1%). 21% of respondents were managers and 79% were individual contributors, helping us balance out the majority manager perspective in our interviews.

In the next sections, we discuss our interview and survey results, starting with the range of AI applications developed by Microsoft, diving into best practices that Microsoft engineers have developed to address some of the essential challenges in building large-scale AI applications and platforms, showing how the perception of the importance of the challenges changes as teams gain experience building AI applications, and finally, describing our proposed AI process maturity model.

IV. APPLICATIONS OF AI

Many teams across Microsoft have augmented their applications with machine learning and inference, some in some surprising domains. We asked survey respondents for the ways that they used AI on their teams. We card sorted this data twice, once to capture the application domain in which AI was being applied, and a second time to look at the (mainly) ML algorithms used to build that application.

We found AI is used in traditional areas such as search, advertising, machine translation, predicting customer purchases, voice recognition, and image recognition, but also saw it being used in novel areas, such as identifying customer leads, providing design advice for presentations and word processing documents, providing unique drawing features, healthcare, and improving gameplay. In addition, machine learning is being used heavily in infrastructure projects to manage incident reporting, identify the most likely causes for bugs, monitor fraudulent fiscal activity, and to monitor network streams for security breaches.

Respondents used a broad spectrum of ML approaches to build their applications, from classification, clustering, dynamic programming, and statistics, to user behavior modeling, social networking analysis, and collaborative filtering. Some areas of the company specialized further, for instance, Search worked heavily with ranking and relevance algorithms along with query understanding. Many divisions in the company work on natural language processing, developing tools for entity recognition, sentiment analysis, intent prediction, summarization, machine translation, ontology construction, text similarity, and connecting answers to questions. Finance and Sales have been keen to build risk prediction models and do forecasting. Internal resourcing organizations make use of decision optimization algorithms such as resource optimization, planning, pricing, bidding, and process optimization.

The takeaway for us was that integration of machine learning components is happening all over the company, not just
on teams historically known for it. Thus, we could tell that we were not just hearing from one niche corner of the company, but in fact, we received responses from a broad range of perspectives spread throughout.

V. BEST PRACTICES WITH MACHINE LEARNING IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

In this section, we present our respondents’ viewpoints on some of the essential challenges associated with building large-scale ML applications and platforms and how they address them in their products. We categorized the challenges by card sorting interview and survey free response questions, and then used our own judgment as software engineering and AI researchers to highlight those that are essential to the practice of AI on software teams.

A. End-to-end pipeline support

As machine learning components have become more mature and integrated into larger software systems, our participants recognized the importance of integrating ML development support into the traditional software development infrastructure. They noted that having a seamless development experience covering (possibly) all the different stages described in Figure 1 was important to automation. However, achieving this level of integration can be challenging because of the different characteristics of ML modules compared with traditional software components. For example, previous work in this field [18], [19] found that variation in the inherent uncertainty (and error) of data-driven learning algorithms and complex component entanglement caused by hidden feedback loops could impose substantial changes (even in specific stages) which were previously well understood in software engineering (e.g., specification, testing, debugging, to name a few). Nevertheless, due to the experimental and even more iterative nature of ML development, unifying and automating the day-to-day workflow of software engineers reduces overhead and facilitate progress in the field.

Respondents report to leverage internal infrastructure in the company (e.g. AEther3) or they have built pipelines specialized to their own use cases. It is important to develop a “rock solid, data pipeline, capable of continuously loading and massaging data, enabling engineers to try out many permutations of AI algorithms with different hyper-parameters without hassle.” The pipelines created by these teams are automated, supporting training, deployment, and integration of models with the product they are a part of. In addition, some pipeline engineers indicated that “rich dashboards” showing the value provided to users are useful.

Several respondents develop openly available IDEs to enable Microsoft’s customers to build and deploy their models (e.g. Azure ML for Visual Studio Code4 and Azure ML Studio5). According to two of our interviewees, the goal of these environments is to help engineers discover, gather, ingest, understand, and transform data, and then train, deploy, and maintain models. In addition, these teams customize the environments to make them easier to use by engineers with varying levels of experience. “Visual tools help beginning data scientists when getting started, but once they know the ropes and branch out, such tools may get in their way and they may need something else.”

B. Data availability, collection, cleaning, and management

Since many machine learning techniques are centered around learning from large datasets, the success of ML-centric projects often heavily depends on data availability, quality and management [28]. Labeling datasets is costly and time-consuming, so it is important to make them available for use within the company (subject to compliance constraints). Our respondents confirm that it is important to “reuse the data as much as possible to reduce duplicated effort.” In addition to availability, our respondents focus most heavily on supporting the following data attributes: “accessibility, accuracy, authoritativeness, freshness, latency, structuredness, ontological typing, connectedness, and semantic joinability.” Automation is a vital cross-cutting concern, enabling teams to more efficiently aggregate data, extract features, synthesize labelled examples. The increased efficiency enables teams to “speed up experimentation and work with live data while they experiment with new models.”

We found that Microsoft teams have found it necessary to blend data management tools with their ML frameworks to avoid the fragmentation of data and model management activities. A fundamental aspect of data management for machine learning is the rapid evolution of data sources. Continuous changes in data may originate either from (i) operations initiated by engineers themselves, or from (ii) incoming fresh data (e.g., sensor data, user interactions). Either case requires rigorous data versioning and sharing techniques, for example, “Each model is tagged with a provenance tag that explains with which data it has been trained on and which version of the model. Each dataset is tagged with information about where it originated from and which version of the code was used to extract it (and any related features).” This practice is used for mapping datasets to deployed models or for facilitating data sharing and reusability.

C. Education and Training

The integration of machine learning continues to become more ubiquitous in customer-facing products, for example, machine learning components are now widely used in productivity software (e.g., email, word processing) and embedded devices (i.e., edge computing). Thus, engineers with traditional software engineering backgrounds need to learn how to work alongside of the ML specialists. A variety of players within Microsoft have found it incredibly valuable to scaffold their engineers’ education in a number of ways. First, the company hosts a twice-yearly internal conference on machine learning and data science, with at least one day devoted to introductions.

2https://www.slideshare.net/MSTechCommunity/ai-microsoft-how-we-do-it-and-how-you-can-too
to the basics of technologies, algorithms, and best practices. In addition, employees give talks about internal tools and the engineering details behind novel projects and product features, and researchers present cutting-edge advances they have seen and contributed to academic conferences. Second, a number of Microsoft teams host weekly open forums on machine learning and deep learning, enabling practitioners to get together and learn more about AI. Finally, mailing lists and online forums with thousands of participants enable anyone to ask and answer technical and pragmatic questions about AI and machine learning, as well as frequently share recent results from academic conferences.

D. Model Debugging and Interpretability

Debugging activities for components that learn from data not only focus on programming bugs, but also focus on inherent issues that arise from model errors and uncertainty. Understanding when and how models fail to make accurate predictions is an active research area [29], [30], [31], which is attracting more attention as ML algorithms and optimization techniques become more complex. Several survey respondents and the larger Explainable AI community [32], [33] propose to use more interpretable models, or to develop visualization techniques that make black-box models more interpretable. For larger, multi-model systems, respondents apply modularization in a conventional, layered, and tiered software architecture to simplify error analysis and debuggability.

E. Model Evolution, Evaluation, and Deployment

ML-centric software goes through frequent revisions initiated by model changes, parameter tuning, and data updates, the combination of which has a significant impact on system performance. A number of teams have found it important to employ rigorous and agile techniques to evaluate their experiments. They developed systematic processes by adopting combo-flighting techniques (i.e., flying a combination of changes and updates), including multiple metrics in their experiment score cards, and performing human-driven evaluation for more sensitive data categories. One respondent’s team uses “score cards for the evaluation of flights and storing flight information: How long has it been flighted, metrics for the flight, etc.” Automating tests is as important in machine learning as it is in software engineering; teams create carefully put-together test sets that capture what their models should do. However, it is important that a human remains in the loop. One respondent said, “we spot check and have a human look at the errors to see why this particular category is not doing well, and then hypothesize to figure out problem source.”

Fast-paced model iterations require more frequent deployment. To ensure that system deployment goes smoothly, several engineers recommend not only to automate the training and deployment pipeline, but also to integrate model building with the rest of the software, use common versioning repositories for both ML and non-ML codebases, and tightly couple the ML and non-ML development sprints and standups.

F. Compliance

Microsoft issued a set of principles around uses of AI in the open world. These include fairness, accountability, transparency, and ethics. All teams at Microsoft have been asked to align their engineering practices and the behaviors of fielded software and services in accordance with these principles. Respect for them is a high priority in software engineering and AI and ML processes and practices. A discussion of these concerns is beyond the scope of this paper. To learn more about Microsoft’s commitments to this important topic, please read about its approach to AI.5

G. Varied Perceptions

We found that as a number of product teams at Microsoft integrated machine learning components into their applications, their ability to do so effectively was mediated by the amount of prior experience with machine learning and data science. Some teams fielded data scientists and researchers with decades of experience, while others had to grow quickly, picking up their own experience and more-experienced team members on the way. Due to this heterogeneity, we expected that our survey respondents’ perceptions of the challenges their teams faced in practicing machine learning would vary accordingly.

We grouped the respondents into three buckets (low, medium, and high), evenly divided by the number of years of experience respondents personally had with AI. First, we ranked each of the card sorted categories of respondents’ challenges divided by the AI experience buckets. This list is presented in Table II, initially sorted by the respondents with low experience with AI.

Two things are worth noticing. First, across the board, Data Availability, Collection, Cleaning, and Management, is ranked as the top challenge by many respondents, no matter their experience level. We find similarly consistent ranking for issues around the categories of end-to-end pipeline support and collaboration and working culture. Second, some of the challenges rise or fall in importance as the respondents’ experience with AI differs. For example, education and training is far more important to those with low experience levels in AI than those with more experience. In addition, respondents with low experience rank challenges with integrating AI into larger systems higher than those with medium or high experience. This means that as individuals (and their teams) gain experience building applications and platforms that integrate ML, their increasing skills help shrink the importance of some of the challenges they perceive. Note, the converse also occurs. Challenges around tooling, scale, and model evolution, evaluation, and deployment are more important for engineers with a lot of experience with AI. This is very likely because these more experienced individuals are tasked with the more essentially difficult engineering tasks on their team; those with low experience are probably tasked to easier problems until they build up their experience.

5 https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/ai/our-approach-to-ai
We also compared the overall frequency of each kind of challenge using the same three buckets of AI experience. Looking again at the top ranked challenge, Data Availability, Collection, Cleaning, and Management, we notice that it was reported by low and medium experienced respondents at similar rates, but represented a lot more of the responses (60%) given by those with high experience. This also happened for challenges related to Specifications. However, when looking at Education and Training, Integrating AI into larger systems, and Education: Guidance and Mentoring, their frequency drops significantly from the rate reported by the low experience bucket than reported by the medium and high buckets. We interpret this to mean that these challenges were less important to the medium and high experience respondents than to those with low experience levels. Thus, this table gives a big picture of both which problems are perceived as most important within each experience bucket, and which problems are perceived as most important across the buckets.

Finally, we conducted a logistic regression analysis to build a model that could explain the differences in frequency when controlling for personal AI experience, team AI experience, overall work experience, the number of concurrent AI projects, and whether or not a respondent had formal education in machine learning or data science techniques. We found five significant coefficients:

- Education and Training was negatively correlated with personal AI experience with a coefficient of -0.18 ($p < 0.02$), meaning that people with less AI experience found this to be a more important issue.
- Educating Others was positively correlated with personal AI experience with a coefficient of 0.26 ($p < 0.01$), meaning that people with greater AI experience found this to be a more important issue.
- Tool issues are positively correlated with team AI experience with a coefficient of 0.13 ($p < 0.001$), meaning that as the team gains experience working on AI projects, the degree to which they rely on others’ and their own tools goes up, making them think about their impact more often.
- End-to-end pipeline support was positively correlated with formal education ($p < 0.01$), implying that only those with formal education were working on building such a pipeline.
- Specifications were also positively correlated with formal education ($p < 0.03$), implying that those with formal education are the ones who write down the specifications for their models and engineering systems.

The lesson we learn from these analyses is that the kinds of issues that engineers perceive as important change as they grow in their experience with AI. Some concerns are transitory, related to one’s position within the team and the accidental complexity of working together. Several others are more fundamental to the practice of integrating machine learning into software applications, affecting many engineers, no matter their experience levels. Since machine learning-based applications are expected to continue to grow in popularity, we call for further research to address these important issues.

VI. Towards a Model of ML Process Maturity

As we saw in Section V-G, we see some variance in the experience levels of AI in software teams. That variation affects their perception of the engineering challenges to be addressed in their day-to-day practices. As software teams mature and gel, they can become more effective and efficient in delivering machine learning-based products and platforms.

To capture the maturity of ML more precisely than using a simple years-of-experience number, we created a maturity model with six dimensions evaluating whether each workflow stage: (1) has defined goals, (2) is consistently implemented, (3) documented, (4) automated, (5) measured and tracked, and (6) continuously improved. The factors are loosely based on the concepts behind the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) [26] and Six Sigma [27], which are widely

### TABLE II

The top-ranked challenges and personal experience with AI. Respondents were grouped into three buckets (low, medium, high) based on the 33rd and 67th percentile of the number of years of AI experience they personally had (N=308). The column Frequency shows the increase/decrease of the frequency in the medium and high buckets compared to the low buckets. The column Rank shows the ranking of the challenges within each experience bucket, with 1 being the most frequent challenge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Availability, Collection, Cleaning, and Management</td>
<td>-2% vs. -60%</td>
<td>1 vs. 1 vs. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education and Training</td>
<td>-69% vs. -78%</td>
<td>1 vs. 5 vs. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware Resources</td>
<td>-32% vs. 13%</td>
<td>3 vs. 8 vs. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-to-end pipeline support</td>
<td>65% vs. 41%</td>
<td>4 vs. 2 vs. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration and working culture</td>
<td>19% vs. 69%</td>
<td>5 vs. 6 vs. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>2% vs. 50%</td>
<td>5 vs. 8 vs. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrating AI into larger systems</td>
<td>-49% vs. -62%</td>
<td>5 vs. 16 vs. 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education: Guidance and Mentoring</td>
<td>-83% vs. -81%</td>
<td>5 vs. 21 vs. 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI Tools</td>
<td>144% vs. 193%</td>
<td>9 vs. 3 vs. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
<td>154% vs. 210%</td>
<td>10 vs. 4 vs. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Evolution, Evaluation, and Deployment</td>
<td>137% vs. 276%</td>
<td>15 vs. 6 vs. 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
used in software development to assess and improve maturity of software projects.

In the survey, we asked respondents to report the maturity for the two workflow stages that each participant spent the most time on (measured by number of hours they reported spending on each activity). Specifically, we asked participants to rate their agreement with the following statements $S_1$ to $S_6$ (bold text was in the original survey) using a Likert response format from Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (5):

S1: My team has **goals defined** for what to accomplish with this activity.
S2: My team does this activity in a **consistent manner**.
S3: My team has largely **documented** the practices related to this activity.
S4: My team does this activity mostly in an **automated way**.
S5: My team **measures and tracks** how effective we are at completing this activity.
S6: My team **continuously improves** our practices related to this activity.

We gathered this data for the stages that respondents were most familiar with because we found that they often specialize in various stages of the workflow. This question was intended to be lightweight so that respondents could answer easily, while at the same time accounting for the wide variety of ML techniques applied. Rather than being prescriptive (i.e., do this to get to the next maturity level), our intention was to be descriptive (e.g., how much automation is there in a particular workflow stage? how well is a workflow stage documented?). More work is needed to define maturity levels similar to CMM.

To analyze the responses, we defined an **Activity Maturity Index (AMI)** to combine the individual scores into a single measure. This index is the average of the agreement with the six maturity statements $S_1$ to $S_6$. As a means of validating the Maturity Index, we asked participants to rate the **Activity Effectiveness (AE)** by answering "How effective do you think your team's practices around this activity are on a scale from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent)?". The Spearman correlation between the Maturity Index and the Effectiveness was between 0.4982 and 0.7627 (all statistically significant at p < 0.001) for all AI activities. This suggests that the Maturity Index is a valid composite measure that can capture the maturity and effectiveness of AI activities.

In addition to the Activity Maturity Index and Activity Effectiveness, we collected an **Overall Effectiveness (OE)** score by asking respondents the question “How effectively does your team work with AI on a scale from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent)?” Having the AMI, AE, and OE measures allowed us to compare the maturity and effectiveness of different organizations, disciplines, and application domains within Microsoft, and identify areas for improvement. We plot one of these comparisons in Figure 3 and show the average overall effectiveness scores divided by nine of the most represented AI application domains in our survey. There are two things to notice. First, the spread of the y-values indicates that the OE metric can numerically distinguish between teams, meaning that some respondents feel their teams are at different levels of maturity than others. Second, an ANOVA and Scott Knott test show significant differences in the reported values, demonstrating the potential value of this metric to identify the various ML process maturity levels.

We recognize that these metrics represent a first attempt at quantifying a process metric to enable teams to assess how well they practice ML. In future work, we will refine our instrument and further validate its utility.

VII. Discussion

In this section, we synthesize our findings into three observations of some fundamental differences in the way that software engineering has been adapted to support past popular application domains and how it can be adapted to support artificial intelligence applications and platforms. There may be more differences, but from our data and discussions with ML experts around Microsoft, these three rose to prominence.

A. Data discovery and management

Just as software engineering is primarily about the code that forms shipping software, ML is all about the data that powers learning models. Software engineers prefer to design and build systems which are elegant, abstract, modular, and simple. By contrast, the data used in machine learning are voluminous, context-specific, heterogeneous, and often complex to describe. These differences result in difficult problems when ML models are integrated into software systems at scale.

Engineers have to find, collect, curate, clean, and process data for use in model training and tuning. All the data has to be stored, tracked, and versioned. While software APIs are described by specifications, datasets rarely have explicit schema definitions to describe the columns and characterize their statistical distributions. However, due to the rapid iteration involved in ML, the data schema (and the data) change frequently, even many times per day. When data is ingested
from large-scale diagnostic data feeds, if ML engineers want to change which data values are collected, they must wait for the engineering systems to be updated, deployed, and propagated before new data can arrive. Even “simple” changes can have significant impacts on the volume of data collected, potentially impacting applications through altered performance characteristics or increased network bandwidth usage.

While there are very well-designed technologies to version code, the same is not true for data. A given data set may contain data from several different schema regimes. When a single engineer gathers and processes this data, they can keep track of these unwritten details, but when project sizes scale, maintaining this tribal knowledge can become a burden. To help codify this information into a machine-readable form, Gebru et al. propose to use data sheets inspired by electronics to more transparently and reliably track the metadata characteristics of these datasets [34]. To compare datasets against each other, the Datadiff [35] tool enables developers to formulate viable transformation functions over data samples.

B. Customization and Reuse

While it is well-understood how much work it takes to customize and reuse code components, customizing ML models can require much more. In software, the primary units of reuse are functions, algorithms, libraries, and modules. A software engineer can find the source code for a library (e.g. on Github), fork it, and easily make changes to the code, using the same skills they use to develop their own software.

Although fully-trained ML models appear to be functions that one can call for a given input, the reality is far more complex. One part of a model is the algorithm that powers the particular machine learning technique being used (e.g., SVM or neural nets). Another is the set of parameters that controls the function (e.g., the SVM support vectors or neural net weights) and are learned during training. If an engineer wants to apply the model on a similar domain as the data it was originally trained on, reusing it is straightforward. However, more significant changes are needed when one needs to run the model on a different domain or use a slightly different input format. One cannot simply change the parameters with a text editor. In fact, the model may require retraining, or worse, may need to be replaced with another model. Both require the software developer to have machine learning skills, which they may never have learned. Beyond that, retraining or rebuilding the model requires additional training data to be discovered, collected, and cleaned, which can take as much work and expertise as the original model’s authors put in.

C. ML Modularity

Another key attribute of engineering large-scale software systems is modularity. Modules are separated and isolated to ensure that developing one component does not interfere with the behavior of others under development. In addition, software modularity is strengthened by Conway’s Law, which makes the observation that the teams that build each component of the software organize themselves similarly to its architecture. Thus, separate modules are often assigned to separate teams. Module interactions are controlled by APIs which do dual duty to enable software modules to remain apart, but also describe the interfaces to minimize the amount of communication needed between separate teams to make their modules work together [36], [37].

Maintaining strict module boundaries between machine learned models is difficult for two reasons. First, models are not easily extensible. For example, one cannot (yet) take an NLP model of English and add a separate NLP model for ordering pizza and expect them to work properly together. Similarly, one cannot take that same model for pizza and pair it with an equivalent NLP model for French and have it work. The models would have to be developed and trained together.

Second, models interact in non-obvious ways. In largescale systems with more than a single model, each model’s results will affect one another’s training and tuning processes. In fact, one model’s effectiveness will change as a result of the other model, even if their code is kept separated. Thus, even if separate teams built each model, they would have to collaborate closely in order to properly train or maintain the full system. This phenomenon (also referred to as component entanglement) can lead to non-monotonic error propagation, meaning that improvements in one part of the system might decrease the overall system quality because the rest of the system is not tuned to the latest improvements. This issue is even more evident in cases when machine learning models are not updated in a compatible way and introduce new, previously unseen mistakes that break the interaction with other parts of the system which rely on it.

VIII. LIMITATIONS

Our case study was conducted with teams at Microsoft, a large, world-wide software company with a diverse portfolio of software products. It is also one of the largest purveyors of machine learning-based products and platforms. Some findings are likely to be specific to the Microsoft teams and team members who participated in our interviews and surveys. Nevertheless, given the high variety of projects represented by our informants, we expect that many of the lessons we present in this paper will apply to other companies. Some of our findings depend on the particular ML workflow used by some software teams at Microsoft. The reader should be able to identify how our model abstractions fit into the particulars of the models they use. Finally, interviews and surveys rely on self-selected informants and self-reported data. Wherever appropriate, we stated that findings were our informants’ perceptions and opinions. This is especially true with this implementation of our ML process maturity model, which triangulated its measures against other equally subjective measures with no objective baseline. Future implementations of the maturity model should endeavor to gather objective measures of team process performance and evolution.
IX. CONCLUSION

Many teams at Microsoft have put significant effort into developing an extensive portfolio of AI applications and platforms by integrating machine learning into existing software engineering processes and cultivating and growing ML talent. In this paper, we described the results of a study to learn more about the process and practice changes undertaken by a number of Microsoft teams in recent years. From these findings, we synthesized a set of best practices to address issues fundamental to the large-scale development and deployment of ML-based applications. Some reported issues were correlated with the respondents’ experience with AI, while others were applicable to most respondents building AI applications. We presented a ML process maturity metric to help teams self-assess how well they work with machine learning and offer guidance towards improvements. Finally, we identified three aspects of the AI domain that make it fundamentally different than prior application domains. Their impact will require significant research efforts to address in the future.
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